EASTER GOODIES FOR SEX WORKERS – KEMSA EXPLAINS CONDOM SHORTAGE. APRIL 2022
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GOOD TIDINGS FOR COAST BASED
SEX WORKERS DURING EASTER

This follows government directives
that has significantly eased the once
imposed restrictions with the latest
one being the doing away with
wearing of face masks.
A spot check by BHESP revealed high
demand for condoms, high hotel and
lodges bookings and movement of sex
workers from other regions to the
coast.
Lilian, a Siaya based sex worker told
BHESP that she has always been
moving to Mombasa during Easter
because of high returns she gets
during that short period of time. “I
have always been moving here on the
Thursday before Good Friday and stay
until Tuesday after Easter Monday, I
get good money but that hasn’t been
the case the last two years, I am
happy now” said Lillian.

Mombasa and the coastal strip of
Kenya has traditionally been a holiday
destination for many during the Easter
holidays, with both local and
international tourists flocking the
region. The festivities have also
served as a good season for sex
workers based in that part of Kenya.
But for the last two years, no
festivities have taken place due to
Covid restrictions that were still being
enforced.
But for the very first time in two and
half years, coastal Kenya based sex
workers returned full swing to their
hotspots this Easter holiday, as the
region registered high numbers of
holiday makers, both local and
international.

I'm extremely happy that we are back
again after such a long time without
having work," said a sex worker who
identified herself as Molly. "For many
girls it was a catastrophe, surely
because most of us got no support
from the government and had to work
from restricted areas full of
harassment from both clients and law
enforcers," said Molly.
Sex work is illegal in the Kenya and as
a result, many sex workers are forced
to work secretively and often in unsafe
conditions, Bar Hostess Empowerment
and Support Programme (BHESP) an
umbrella body for sex workers in
Kenya said.
But like many other people across the
country returning to their workplaces,
as vaccination drive continues, Molly

says it is simply good to be back to
work.
“it is so nice to see my colleagues
again and have some regularity in my
life, sitting at home with kids and bills
to pay was torturous” she said. “it is
just a pity there are not so many
tourists yet because that’s what keeps
us in the job.”
Another sex worker, Jane said that it
was unfair they had been excluded
from food donations and other relief
measures from the government. “it
was like our children and us are not
part of this country, apart from
organizations such as BHESP,
government gave us a cold shoulder.
“Now the girls are back again, the
bars and nightclubs are now fully
operational and the night economy is
alive again, taxi drivers are happy, bar
and club owners are happy and the
girls are equally happy, it is a big
relief, said David Melli, a bar manager
in Mtwapa area. “it has been a hard
time the last few years and we hope it
won’t happen again.
Joseph Okello, a taxi operator said the
return of the sex workers has been a
very good atmosphere for the area. “I
had to go back to Homa Bay where I
come from because I couldn’t afford to
stay in Mombasa, but now things are
looking good again, we just hope the
number of tourist will increase as
months go by.

POOR QUALITY CONDOMS TO
BLAME FOR SHORTAGE

by the audit team and again we did
explain to them the reason why these
items were returned and that resulted
in the overall negative effect of the
stock balances,” he said.
Another 33,696 pieces had been taken
by the quality assurance teams for
analysis, based on the nature of the
quantities involved. That resulted in
the negative adjustment leading to
the 1.1 million condoms queried in the
auditor’s report.
“We have these offside depots which
are currently not connected to the
warehouse management system in our
central supply chain center in
Embakasi, Nairobi.”

Kenya Medical Supplies Authority
(KEMSA) acting CEO John Kabuchi
says that there was no loss of drugs
and commodities for HIV/AIDs, TB,
Malaria, condoms, or mosquito nets as
claimed by a Global Fund audit report.
Kabuchi had been summoned by
parliament to explain what actions
KEMSA had taken to address concerns
raised by donors and development
partners with a particular focus on
improving the warehousing and
inventory management system.
He further said there was stock
management variance within the
system for male condoms which was
picked by the auditor, which he
attributed to the shortage of condoms
in the country.
The agency said the stock in question
which was in two batches of 975,888
pieces and another quantity of
487,440 pieces had been returned to
the suppliers after they failed quality
tests.
“After we returned these stocks to the
supplier, this was picked as a variance

Similarly, he explained that some
close to 50,400 items were damaged
on transit based on the damages
reports that were received during the
transfer, resulting in the adjustments.
Global Fund is a UN-backed
organization that finances the fight
against HIV/Aids, tuberculosis and
malaria.
Global Fund suspected that the lost
medicines are stolen and resold on the
black market and to private chemists.
BHESP had joined other civil societies
and NGO’s operating in Kenya to
demand that procurement and
distribution of drugs and other
commodities like condoms be moved
KEMSA. “We have kept complaining
about KEMSA’s way of working with us
and it seems corruption there is deep
rooted, it is the lives of key
populations (KPs) that is at risk while
few corrupt officials at KEMSA are
enriching themselves,” said BHESP
deputy director Josephine Achieng.
Global Fund also accused Kemsa of
overstating the value of medicines by
Sh640 million, with some types of
drugs having been inflated 100 times.

